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Summary of 2020 KM Activities

- 2020 SKiM Learning Week
- Contribution to SKiM Newsletter
- 2020 Virtual Learning Route on Knowledge Management
- Sudan Knowledge Symposium concept note
- Knowledge identification for KM-savvy repackaging
- Contribution to IFAD Rural Solutions Portal
- Online engagement to prime the Uof K DSpace online repository REST API.
KM Policy and Strategy strengthening of SKiM stakeholders

(The agreement needed to be reached before end of 2020 in an NTC meeting was postponed due to COVID19 second wave institutions restrictions)
KM Capacity Development
Trainings/Gaps Targeted in 2020

- Sudan training courses in knowledge management and capacity development best practice
KM Digitalization and Exchange
Trainings/Gaps Targeted in 2020

- 2020 SKiM Learning Week - KM Towards ICT-Based

- SKiM - Knowledge Management Toward ICT-Based Systems

- 2020 SKiM Learning Week - Knowledge Management Tools across Institutions in Moldova, Morocco and Sudan
Proposed 2021
KM Developments and Initiatives

- Preparing for postponed Sudan SKim Symposia December 2020
- Follow-up on the Online engagement to prime the Uof K DSpace online repository REST API.
- Open the floor for more diligent youth stakeholders participation from other research and academic institutions
- KM Policy and Strategy strengthening of SKIM stakeholders training
- Commitment of the in country stakeholders need to be strengthened
- To prepare for location where good internet services and social distancing prevails so that the project stakeholders are able to interact and access the virtual offered trainings.
Thank You